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INTRODUCTION
" M UCH matter decocted into a few words" was the definition
Thomas Fuller gave of a pro verb, but Cervantes framed one
still better in " shor t sentences drawn from long experience ",
the antithesis between the adjectives pro viding the same salt that
every pro verb requires. For wi thout the pungency of antithesis,
alliterat ion or rhym e, a saying is unlikely to command the
popularity necessary to allow it to rank as a proverb. As for
content, it must express a popular op inion, though every race
has pro verbs dealing wit h more than one aspect of a problem,
more than one standard of conduct and more than one personal
mood. A proverb need not , ther efore, have universal validity,
though it must be capable of wide application, nor must the
attempt in this book to arrange Malay specimens according to
their main function obscure the applicability of the commonest
and best to many contexts. Provided it be epigrammatic and
excite curiosity, a proverb may even be cryptic. Generally it
expresses the abstract and universal by the concrete and particular,
a feature that has made it the stand-by of the inarticulate peasant
all over the world, enabling him to utter his views in words,
not only intelligible but familiar and hallowed by tradition.
Not that all proverbial sayings are concrete. For it is often
cited as a tribute to the Greek genius that it could invent abstract
proverbs like .. consider the end " , "avoid extremes" or
.. nothing is impossible to the diligent", tho ugh such aphorisms
were the work of the literate and their Asian counterpart is to
be found in the maxims of Sanskrit and Chinese philosophy
rather than in the wisdom of the hamlet and the rice-field.
The similarity between the proverbs of different peoples may
I
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be due to a common humanity, to similarity of circumstances,
to prehistoric contacts or to such histori cal influences as cosmo politan trade and int ernational religions like Buddhism, Christianity and Islam. Accordingly, besides exhibiting primitive
wisdo m and a primi tive sense of literary for m, proverbs may
corroborate an histor ical surmise or illustrate the components of
a civilization.
A proverb may be an expression of popular observation so
obvious that it is in no way surprising to find Confu cius talk
of " treading on thin ice" or St. Augustine refer to " a fish
out of water " or the Malay and Lydgate reflecting that " every
flow has its ebb". It may, however, be an observat ion no longer
within the daily experience of m odem man , so that it w ill startle
him to discover how an eel held by the tail is for the Malay
as it was for the Greek the symbol of a " slippery customer " .
Two thousand years ago Aristotle wrote of pro verbs as
" fragments of ancient w isdom preserved amid wreck and ruin
for their brevity and aptness". Today it is often argued that
among unlettered people thought and its expression are largely
of a trad itional character, derived ultimately from the great
centres ofcivilization. And this most plausible the ory postulates
the variation of a saying down the centuries and in different
languages and suggests a deeper truth than is ordinarily associated
with the description of a proverb as " the w isdom of all and the
wit of one ". Surely, one imagines, when the Malay declares
that something will never occur till "cats have horns " he is
adapting to his own fauna the "hare with horns" of the
Vedanta-Sutras, and surely the Persian, Indian and Malay proverb
" You cannot straighten a dog 's tail" must have come down
from its ancient Sanskrit prototype. In Sanskrit there is another
proverb, that "he who does not go out and explore all the
earth is a well-frog ". For the naturalist the croak of the frog
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is more arresting than his fortuitous habitat, so that it would
appear to be the Sanskrit literary source rather than field
observation which produc ed th e Jap anese proverb that " the
frog in the well sees nothi ng of the high seas " , the Malay
comparison of an untravelled person to " a frog under a coconut
shell" 1 and the Afghan saying that " the frog mounted a clod
and declared he could see Kashmir ". The Malays have a
proverb on the different fates of men translated from a Sanskrit
proverb as old as the Mah abharata -:" gourds float and stones
sink " . For magic and religion they have been indebted to
Babylonian, Mongolian, Ind ian and Arabic sources, and their
literature of historical times has been a literature of translation,
so that ther e is no reason to imagine that all th eir pro verbs are
of home vintage. A fair idea of their early commercial contacts
may be got from finds at Go Oc Eo, a recently discovered port
of the old empire of Founan , on the coast of Cochinchina.
Besides early pottery and ncoliths, the site has yielded 7,000
beads in rock-crystal, cornelian, onyx, amethyst and glass, some
of them Roman or pseudo-Roman like beads discovered on
the Johore river in Malaya. Seals were unearthed inscribed in
characters that were employed in the north of India between
the second and fifth centuries A.D. Some fifty intaglios or cameos
were found with inscriptions like those on the seals, or with '
scenes or portraits, some of Indian, some of Roman design. A
large glass cabochon has a bearded head in an Iranian cap of
Sassanian type . A gold medal has the portrait of one of the
Antonines, and a mutilated inscription refers to Marcus Aurelius.
An effigy of Antoninus Pius in gold is dated A.D. 150. The
1 As a Malay well is never dr y, it is no place for the frog, so that the
Sanskrit proverb had to be adapted . And it seems probable that the
Malay found in a half-coconut shell a symbol of that larger .. inverted
bowl men call the sky".
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sailors and traders who frequented such ports must have visited
Malaya and made many contacts and they were not dumb.
In Asia, one of the earliest historical agencies for the diffusion
of folk-lore was Buddhism, and it may well have been the spread
of this international religion that carried to the Malay and to
the Japanese a quaint symbol for a tiff between friends-" the
teeth sometimes bite the tongue". The Malay proverb that
" sparrows mate with sparrows and hornbills with hornbills "
also has a counterpart in the Japanese" cows to cows and horses
to horses ", but it would be going too far, without intermediate
evidence, to assert any connection.
Proverbs shared by the Malays and the Siamese may come
both from a Buddhist fountain-head and from more recent intercourse over a contiguous frontier. Examples of some common
heritage are numerous:

Running from a tiger to fall in with a crocodile.
Teach a crocodile to swim.
A slip oj the tongue may cause the loss oj one's Jortllnc ;
{ A slip oj the foot may cause one to fall (from a tree).
One can sound the depth oj water but the human heart ·is
unfathomable.
Even the four-Jooted elephant will stumble.
He who spits at the sky gets it back in his Jace.
Several of these proverbs are known throughout Asia. of
the first there is a Sanskrit variant-" running from the scorpion
he falls into the jaws of a poisonous snake ".1 In Hindustani
1 But this idea has been embodied in shapes too diverse for a cornmon
source. There is the mediaeval Latin version, .. to shun Charybdis and
strike upon Scylla"; the English, .. out of the frying-pan into the fire" ;
the German, .. out of the rain, under the spout", and the Spanish, .. to
break the constable's head and take refuge with the sheriff".
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one asks, " w ho shall teach a fish to swim? " Hebrew, Bengali
and Hindustani repetitions of the last example combine to show
that it was from the East Italy borrowed " Chi sputa contro il
vento si sputa in faccia ". In Hindustani and English it is the
four-footed horse. which stumbles.
Sincefor two thousand years or more there has been commerce
between southern India and the Malay peninsula, Malay
indebtedness to the folk-lore of India was natural, and even
in a small collection of Tamil, Telugu and Kanarese proverbs
numerous prototypes for Malay sayings occur :

When squatting, a cat; when springing, a tiger (of a )Varrior).
If a dog bark at a mountain, will the mountain suffer?
A dog's tail cannot be straightened.
Though he wash three times a day, will the crow become white?
(Vacillating as) a stake swayitlg in the mud.
A garland offlowers in a monkey's paw.
A slip of the tongue is worse than a slip of the feet.
A gem is a gem, though found on a dunghill.
There are a few proverbs which the Malay owes to Hindustani :

The fence devours the crop. (The watchman commits breach of
trust as a servant.)
Is the quick separate from the nail? (Of inseparable friends.)
Let the snake die but let not the stick be broken.
Beat a daughter as a hint to a daughter-in-law.
In Hindustani there is also a saying, "If I tell, my brother
will be beaten; if I do not, my father will eat dog's flesh ",
which looks like a variant of the Malay illustration ofa dilemma,
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" If I spit, mother dies; if I don't, father dies ". For his adoption of several Hindustani proverbs the Malay has to thank the
writing s of Raffles' teacher, Muns hi 'Abdullah, a man halfArab, half-Indian, of a breed that has always.done so much for
the Malay's literature of translation. 'Abdullah translated into
Malay " Stretch your feet according to the length of your
coverlet " , the Hindustani and Persian and Spanish version of
our " Cut your coat according to your cloth ". Anoth er adage
introduced by 'Abdullah was " Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall
there", a saying found in Hebrew and Persian as well as
Hindustani. Yet another Hebrew proverb to express facility,
which the Malay must have got from Muslim India, is " drawing a hair through rice-paste ", where India prefers" drawing a
hair through milk ", an article of diet not favoured in the Far
East. Another saying from the same Indian source may be one
found in Hebrew and Malay to expre ss scrupulosity overdone
-" using a torch in daylight".
Proverbs common to Malay, Urdu and Afghan may be
attributable to Persian or Arabic, the literary languages ofIslam.
The Malay saying that" the sun cannot be hidden by a sieve"
corresponds to the Arabic and Persian proverb that "no one
can plaster over the rays of the sun". "Writ on water" is
Hebrew, Persian and Malay for the evanescent, and post-dates
a knowledge of writing. The Persian notes that " flies collect
where there is a sugar-tub"; the Malay that " where there is
sugar, there are ants". The Arab and the Persian remark that
" the barking of a dog does not hurt the clouds"; the Malay
has preferred the Tamil version that it "does not cause a
mountain to collapse". The Persian symbolizes the obscure by
the image that " the night is black and the cow is black ", and
the Malay figures the undiscovered criminal as "a black fowl
flying by night". If some of these parallels are not identical,

